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In English:  « Health is dependent of your records/pictures!«
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1 TRANSLATORS’ PARATEXTS

Je mets les choses à notre air et à notre façon. Les divers temps veulent non

seulement des paroles, mais des pensées différentes. (Nicolas Perrot

d’Ablancourt, L’histoire véritable de Lucien, 1654 - original title: Lucien

original author: Lucien de Samosate, 0125?-0192?)

Linguist Ménage about Nicolas Perrot d’Ablancourt’s L’histoire véritable

de Lucien:

“La traduction de M. d’Ablancourt était comme une femme d’Angers que

j’ai aimée, belle, mais peu fidèle.”
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beauty faithfulness



S’il y a quelque mérite à traduire, ce ne peut être que celui de perfectionner, s’il est

possible, son original, de l’embellir, de l’approprier, de lui donner un air national et

de naturaliser, en quelque sorte, cette planète étrangère.

(Charles Colardeau, Avertissement à la seconde Nuit de Edward Young, 1770)
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“The active role played by the receiving culture and the extent to which transfer

implies change, as the source culture is mixed with the receptor culture to

produce something new that is a combination of both and has an impact on both.”

Thomson, Ann. (2010). Cultural Transfers : France and Britain in the

longeighteenth century. Oxford: Voltaire Foundation.

beauty faithfulness

impact on both

target and

source cultures



WYNN, AN ABRIGDEMENT OF MR. LOCKE’S ESSAY
> BOSSET, ABRÉGÉ DE L’ESSAI DE M. LOCKE

Note: Cette excuse n’est 

nullement nécessaire pour un 

lecteur français, accoutumé à 

la lecture des ouvrages 

philosophiques qui ont paru 

depuis longtemps en français, 

où le mot d’Idée est employé à 

tout moment. Il se trouve 

même communément dans 

toutes sortes de livres, écrits 

en cette Langue.

Rooryck, Guy & Jooken, Lieve. (2010). Locke ou la traduction de l’entendement. In 

Ton Naaijkens (ed.), Event or Incident. On the Role of Translations in the Dynamics of 

Cultural Exchange, pp. 211-246 . Bern : Peter Lang.

I must here in the Entrance beg pardon of my

Reader, for the frequent use of the Word Idea, which

he will find in the following Treatise …



TODAY
translation is an abridged version of Yakubinsky’s original essay [On Dialogic Speech, 1923]. For the 

contemporary English reader’s convenience, those passages have been omitted or shortened that 

reiterate, repeat or provide additional illustrations for points already made with sufficient clarity (such 

asYakubinsky’s partial retelling of Guy de Maupassant’s novella “Family Life” in part 7); extensively 

engage with untranslated scholarly works by Yakubinsky’s Russian contemporaries for purposes of 

scholarly method and additional evidentiary corroboration; recap or polemicize against others’ research 

and arguments that are merely tangential toYakubinsky’s own (such as an extensive

summary, in part 1, of Aristotle’s discussion of poetry and metaphor 

in Poetics. (Michael Eskin, 2016)

The writings of Hazrat Mirza [in Testimony of the Holy Quran, 1893] are great classic works, in 

religious, historical and literary terms, and therefore I have tried to make the translation as close and 

faithful as possible to the original text, subject only to the requirements of modern English idiom. 

Another reason for close adherence to the original words is the unfortunate controversy and 

misrepresentation surrounding some of his statements. (Zahid Aziz, 2000, second English version)
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2 MEDIA
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PROQUEST SEARCH

̶ Due to a translation: 54 results in newspapers

̶ Thanks to a translation: 17 results in newspapers
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3 CRITICS
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̶ Stuart Gilbert’s translation seems an absolutely splendid job. It is not easy, in translating French, to render 

qualities of sharpness or vividness, but the prose of Mr. Gilbert is always natural, brilliant, and crisp. (Wilson 

1946:100, on Albert Camus’s The Stranger (1946))

̶ The style is elegant, the prose lovely, and the translation excellent. (New Republic 1955:46, on Françoise 

Sagan’s Bonjour Tristesse (1955))

̶ In Absent Without Leave, a novella gracefully if not always flawlessly translated by Leila Vennewitz, Böll

continues his stern and sometimes merciless probing of the conscience, values, and imperfections of his 

countrymen. (Potoker 1965:42, on Heinrich Böll’s Absent Without Leave (1965))

̶ The translation is a pleasantly fluent one: two chapters of it have already appeared in Playboy magazine. 

(Times Literary Supplement 1969:180, on Italo Calvino’s Cosmicomics (1968))

̶ Rabassa’s translation is a triumph of fluent, gravid momentum, all stylishness and commonsensical

virtuosity. (West 1970:4)

Collected by Brecht de Groote, UGent



QUALITY NORMS: COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS

With respect to the language

Ethnocentric vs. ethnodeviant (Venuti invisible translator)

ethnocentric: 

+  “natural, graceful, pleasant, fluent, precise, idiomatic, elegant, flawless”

- “translatese, translatorese, transjargonisation, disconcerting British accent, inaccurate, 

reverential”

Imitative vs. creative

imitative (giving access to the source text): 

+  “reflects the rhythms and intricacy of Grass; open to the foreignness of the text, to the 

provocative innovation of linguistic play, to a syntactic complexity that stretches language; 

experience a little shock”

- “good English; make things easier; tidy up texts; make things clear; eliminating one of 

Tolstoy’s most distinctive elements”

With respect to the contents such as foreign cultural items

12
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MOORKENS, ET AL. 2018
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non-quantitative, textological model

HOUSE 1997/2015

http://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCLOMvaiB1sgCFUG6FAodnbIK_Q&url=http://www.amazon.com/Translation-Criticism-Potentials-Limitations-Categories/dp/1900650266&psig=AFQjCNFQLh5pA5T9oX9HhLeOPh_CYl8h-Q&ust=1445600932730632


(House 1977, 1997, 2015:127)
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COLINA’S DESCRIPTORS
̶ Target language:

Extremely difficult to read

Hard to comprehend

Although generally readable, problems and awkward expressions

Reads similarly to texts in the originally written in the TL

̶ Functional and textual adequacy

Disregard for goals, purpose, function and audience of text

Some consideration to the intended purpose and audience

Approximates the goals, purpose and needs of intended audience

Accurately accomplishes the goals, purpose and intended audience

̶ Non-specialized content

Important unwarranted deviations

Some changes in meaning, omissions and/or additions

Minor alterations in meaning, omissions and/or additions

Accurately reflects the content contained in the original

̶ Specialized content and terminology

Reveals unawareness / ignorance of specialized terminology

Serious frequent mistakes against specialized terminology and content

A few terminological errors

Accurate and appropriate rendition
18



INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

̶ Qtleap: quality translation by deep language engineering 

approaches – BLEU-scores

̶ Qualetra: Equivalence ST / TT, ST faithfulness, Language 

correct, Meaning transfer, Idiomatic, Style and register, TT 

readability, Terminology

̶ SCATE: error classification based on adequacy and

acceptability

19



LESS EXPLICIT
Normative abstracts in TSB

̶ Legal translators should aim both at textual and legal equivalence when translating legal texts. The ways 

in which a translator should approach translating legal terminology will be dealt with in this paper with special 

emphasis on German, English and Croatian legal terminology.

Normative abstracts in TSB in the explicit context of ‘quality’

̶ [in order] to improve the quality of translated information documents […]. The cultural features and literacy 

skills of the target audience (in this case, the U.S. Latino community) should be, in my opinion, a 

fundamental part of translation methods and patterns

̶ Technical terms should sometimes be translated by adding a note. Some words need to be translated in 

English by writing down their Korean pronunciation in the target language, and some proper nouns, by marking 

them in English alphabet as they are pronounced in the Chinese language

̶ Can the quality of audio-visual translation be assessed in a relevant way? What should we know about the 

audience? How should we audio describe?

̶ Subtitles should complement the tonal nature of language—the sounds, pauses and stresses of an actors' 

on-screen performance. Viewers can hear and see the original. They need subtitles that capture the nuances 

of repetition, sound combinations and the emotional impact of the original dialogue. 

20
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ORGANIZATIONS



Lionbridge’s quality levels: 

Transcreation

Specialised translation

Human translation

MT + postediting

Crowdsourcing

MT

23



PRODUCT ASSESSMENT IN AN IN-
HOUSE T SETTING

Portuguese Parliament √ √ √ √
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TQA Tool for health education materials

̶ Includes information about the T requester

(title, audience, purpose)

̶ Which is the T requester’s priority focus area (4 

components)?

̶ Includes information about the TQ assessor 

and their decision where they can choose one

of five options (publish as is  to T will not be an

effective communication strategy for this text)

From Colina 2015: 237
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TRANSLATORS’ REFLECTIONS

The Reflective Translator. Strategies and Affects of Self-directed 

Professionals

Joanna Albin

̶ questionnaire results among professional translators covering three areas:

specialisation and the market

qualifications and competence 

affects and attitudes

̶ a general description of translators’ specific self-directed learning strategies: 

the skills missed most in their everyday activity are those they failed to acquire 

by means of self-directed learning procedures

26



TRANSLATORS’ SELF-REVISION PRACTICES

the editing behaviour observed during an experimental task highlights a 

mismatch between the proffered TM segment and the participant’s internal 

conception of what an optimal translation (a match) should be. This 

mismatch results in a tendency to over-edit.

Mellinger, Christopher D. & Gregory M. Shreve. 2016. Match evaluation and 

over-editing in a translation memory environment. In: Ricardo Muñoz Martín 

(ed.),  Reembedding Translation Process Research, Benjamins Translation 

Library 128, pp. 131-148. Amsterdam: J. Benjamins. 

27

https://benjamins.com/cgi-bin/bbr_tsb.cgi?cmd=show&publ_id=28290


REVISION PRACTICES

Brian Mossop

28

http://www.yorku.ca/brmossop/RevisionBiblio.htm

http://www.yorku.ca/brmossop/RevisionBiblio.htm


VALDEZ PHD

̶ Research question: is there a distinction between social norms 

and perceived social norms in the contemporary Portuguese 

market of English to European Portuguese biomedical translation 

in terms of source and target text / culture orientation. 

̶ Different participant profiles: 

Novice Translators

Experienced Translators

Reviewers

(and Readers, i.e. health professionals) 

29



SURVEY STATEMENTS

̶ The translator’s goal should be a faithful translation of the 

message as the author intended. 

̶ The main goal of a translator is to aim for the most natural-

sounding translation conveying the meaning of the source text. 

̶ The English text is just a starting point. The task of the translator 

is to translate as if the text was written in Portuguese originally.

̶ The main goal of a translator is to aim for the most natural-

sounding translation conveying the meaning of the source text. 

30
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STUDENT SELF REFLECTIONS (OWN PILOT STUDY)

̶ 9 students translated a total of 30 paragraphs and were asked to

indicate problems and comment on their solutions

̶ 341 comments

̶ 144 quality comments: 

• those containing explicit qualifying words: wrong, good, best , 

negative, strong, real , idiomatic, fluent, correct,  strange, standard 

language, I couldn’t retrieve it, equivalent, literal, unclear, 

ambiguous, too long, more specific

• those containing normative expressions: have to/need to translate

• those mentioning omissions

32

I didn’t see this sentence. I have not

translated it. 

It took me a while

before I found a 

translation. Finally I 

arrived at 

"onverschrokken", 

which I do like. 



QUALITY COMMENTS

Uncertainty

̶ Did they render the source text writer’s intention faithfully? 

̶ Did they render the connotation faithfully?

̶ Was their word choice the most appropriate?

̶ Was their sentence construction the most appropriate?

̶ Did they select the more appropriate of two or more 

translation solutions?

33



STUDENT PEER FEEDBACK

34

∗ Peer feedback  

∗ Peer assessment 



∗ Peer revision: Source +Target

∗ Peer review: Target + Comparable

= proofreading = editing

PEER FEEDBACK IN THE TRANSLATION CONTEXT



TEACHING PEER FEEDBACK

Collaborative learning

Developing peer feedback competences

* Integrating peer feedback is teaching TQA

International norms

EN 15038: revision - review

ISO 17100:2015 Requirements for translation services

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/store/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=59149


• Inclusion into regular curriculum (incl. student roles)

• Random collaboration

• Fairly equal share 

• Student responsibility 

• Students learn from each other

• Clear instructions and scaffolding

• Inclusion of preparatory exercise session for PF

TEACHING PRINCIPLES



CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS

one schedule including all roles, tasks and collaborations per student per week

a week time frame

document naming instructions 

student publications folders for different versions



WEEK TIME FRAME + 
NAMING INSTRUCTIONS



LEARNING PLATFORM FOLDERS



PREPARATORY PF EXERCISE SESSION

∗ Two-step approach for translation feedback:

Identify the problem

Give a (motivated) alternative

∗ Two principles for student translation feedback



∗ Identify the problem

Two steps
BOTH IN REVISION AND REVIEWING



∗ Suggest a (motivated) alternative



TWO STUDENT PRINCIPLES
1. APPROPRIATE FORMULATION

Functional annotation type use:

in-text

balloons

Amount of information

Tone



The more appropriate  the more effective

Aim = Follow-up by the translator



Delivery of the feedback within the agreed period

TWO PRINCIPLES
2.  TIMING



PF CONCEPTUAL EXERCISE



INVESTIGATING PF



DESCRIBING CHARACTERISTICS



Std PF

Time (class), Text

Reviewer code, Reviewer status: L2, NS

Translator code, Translator status: L2, NS

problem type: 

VARIABLES AND FACTORS

spelling

punctuation

grammar (for rule-governed items, incl. reference, sentence structures)

voc (for words and collocations)

meaning (only if referring to the meaning of a whole sentence, not

the meaning of one word: voc)

style

omission 

addition 

zero (no problem but appreciation)



Component 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5:

A: Appreciation

S: suggestion of an alternative

Q: query or question

C: comment indicating a problem

Cor: correction

E: explanation why something is a problem

Component relevance 1 / 2 / 3 / 4: 

0: irrelevant, 0.5, 1: relevant, 

Clarity: 

0: unclear,  0.5: not very clear, 1: clear

Register: formal, neutral, informal

Hedging: explicit hedging marker 

Other markers of tentativeness: e.g. ?

Word number

Our is deictic in this context. 

For an English-speaking 

audience, “our” would 

primarily evoke the image 

of the country or region 

they live in. I think the 

person in question would 

not immediately link “our 

region” to the construction 

of Belgium. Therefore, I 

specified “our region” and 

changed it into “… for 

Flanders and Wallonia, 

which comprised the south 

of the United Kingdom of 

the Netherlands”.

VARIABLES AND FACTORS



PILOT STUDY: ANALYSING STUDENTS' 

FOLLOW-UP OF PF

Comment integrated?

Integrated

?

not integrated

Successful final version?

0 – 0.5 – 1

Any successful changes in non-commented passages?

Any remaining problems undiscovered in the peer feedback?



EFFECTS OF EXPERTISE PERCEPTIONS ON 
ONE STUDENT’S FOLLOW-UP OF PF IN L2T



Hypothesis: native TL speaker comments will be followed up to a 

higher degree than SL speaker comments

Result: 

11 out of 31 TL speaker comments were disregarded

9 out of  27 SL speaker comments were disregarded

Conclusion: no different behaviour towards TL and SL speaker 

comments

of which 2 led to unsuccessful translations

of which 3 led to unsuccessful translations

HYPOTHESIS 1



Hypothesis: integrated comments lead to successful final translations, 

and more so with the integration of TL speaker comments

Result: 

all 38 integrated comments led to successful final versions of the 

passages  in question

Conclusion: 

- no different behaviour towards TL and SL speaker comments

- the follow-up of comments leads to better translations

HYPOTHESIS 2



CONCLUSION

A methodology of peer feedback research 

Guidelines for activating PF activities as translation 

quality assessment exercises

Some preliminary findings from a non-experimental 

exploratory study

Role of PF in TQA-competence

Much collaborative learning



TRAINERS: A HARMONZING EXERCISE AT 
GHENT UNIVERSITY
Descriptors

Weighting in quality expressions

Principles:

Didactic: taught in the course or not? Learning-path?

Professional: how happy would the client be? 

Customer-defined view of quality: To which extent does the issue hinder reading? 

Multi-purpose system for different types of texts, for different types of translation

instructions, for different types of tools applied, for different types of circumstances such as 

time pressure

57
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CONFUSING FOR STUDENTS?
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HARMONIZING EXPRESSIONS

̶ Number of weights

̶ Number of types of error in a translation

̶ Quality of expected target language per text genre

̶ Identifying the error concepts and the different terms

in the different languages

̶ Labelling error categories: minor, major, fatal
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FUTURE?

61

EvaluationQ renders an automated evaluation of their 

translation, including scores and ranking.

RevisionQ is a software tool which is part of a 

comprehensive CAT environment, called TranslationQ, 

and works in a "TM" mode where the evaluator inserts 

comments and suggestions for a better translation and for 

re-use. It will be shown how RevisionQ can reduce the 

evaluator's job. KULeuven, Hendrik Kockaert



YOUR OWN TRANSLATION QUALITY VIEW?

62

beauty faithfulness

acceptability adequacy

speed adequacy acceptability

cost speed adequacy acceptability

? ? ? ?



QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?

PEER FEEDBACK?

DANK U WEL



Peer 
collaboration

With minimal
peer 

interaction

With maximal peer 
interaction

Peer 
assessment

Peer feedback

Peer revision

Peer review

A conceptual tree for peer collaboration

In the translation context

Peer interactive

turn



MINIMUM TWO PEER FEEDBACK ROLES FOR 
EACH STUDENT

1. reviser (9 hours of study time or a usual assignment of two text sections),

2. reviewer (9 hours of study time) 



Recommended Models

On the basis of your selections, we recommend the following quality evaluation model(s).

They are in descending order of control, i.e. the first listed model gives you the greatest control over quality.

Error typology

This involves the use of a translation error typology. Content (or a random sample of it) is

evaluated by a qualified linguist who flags errors, applies penalties... View Details

Adequacy/Fluency

This model is in use in Machine Translation evaluation. In the context of MT evaluation, the

measurement of ‘adequacy’ requires comparison with a reference sentence....View Details

Readability evaluation

This model involves rating the readability of the translated content. Readability can be measured in several 

ways. For example, traditional readability indices can be......View Details

66

https://www.taus.net/knowledgebase/index.php?title=Error_typology
https://www.taus.net/knowledgebase/index.php?title=Adequacy/fluency_evaluation
https://www.taus.net/knowledgebase/index.php?title=Readability


Translation was conflated with interpretation as sharing the same

purpose, the recovery of meaning: the process of translation or

adaptation of a text was presented as an interpretative

transformation or enarratio into which interlingual transfer was

subsumed. As a result, interpretation came to be seen as a

necessary part of interlingual transfer, and translation without

an attendant enarratio rarely appears in the period.

Damian-Grint, Peter. (1999, 349–67 (p.358).
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Translation situation  ~  Toury’s translation event

source text

target text

commis-

sioner
ST-audience

writer

TT-audience

9

translator

6

reviser

7

reviewer

8

commis-

sioner

4

client

5
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The translation event

(drawing by Vandepitte)
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http://wiedler.ch/download/felix/books/365_spread.jpg
http://www.clker.com/cliparts/0/4/3/4/12198090302006169125female%20silhouette.svg.med.png
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